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BIOGEOGRAPHY-BASED OPTIMIZATION OF A 
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING SYSTEM 
 
GEORGE THOMAS 
 
ABSTRACT 
Automotive system optimization problems are difficult to solve with traditional optimization 
techniques because the optimization problems are complex, and the simulations are 
computationally expensive. These two characteristics motivate the use of evolutionary algorithms 
and meta-modeling techniques respectively. In this work, we apply biogeography-based 
optimization (BBO) to radial basis function (RBF)-based lookup table controls of a variable 
camshaft timing system for fuel economy optimization. Also, we reduce computational search 
effort by finding an effective parameterization of the problem, optimizing the parameters of the 
BBO algorithm for the problem, and estimating the cost of a portion of the candidate solutions in 
BBO with design and analysis of computer experiments (DACE). We find that we can improve 
fuel economy by 1.7% compared to the original control parameters, and we find effective, 
problem-specific values for BBO population size and mutation rate. Finally, we find that we can 
use a small number of samples to construct DACE models, and we can use these models to 
estimate a significant portion of the BBO candidate solutions each generation to reduce 
computation effort and still obtain good BBO solutions.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Overview 
Internal combustion engine (ICE) variables have been optimized for over half a century, 
although the optimization approaches and objectives have changed over the years in response to 
the changing environment in which these engines are used. Early work in ICE optimization 
includes an application of control systems theory in which the spark timing and air intake throttle 
are manipulated to optimize the output brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) [1]. The oil 
embargo to the USA in 1973 [2] and the subsequent corporate average fuel consumption (CAFE) 
standards [3] set by the US government shifted the auto industry’s focus toward optimizing ICEs 
for fuel economy, instead of engine power output as in [1]. The reduction of exhaust emissions 
became an objective at about the same time, starting with 1966 regulations in California [4]. 
Further, the introduction of the microprocessor for engine control in the middle 1970s greatly 
simplified tuning of engine performance over previous analog, mechanical engine control, and 
thus facilitated further ICE optimization [4]. 
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Since the 1970s, there has been an explosion in the application of new engineering techniques 
such as standard and multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [5], [6] and artificial neural 
network-based surrogate models [7] to the optimization of different ICE actuator variables such 
as variable valve actuation (VVA), spark angle, and air-fuel (A/F) ratio [5], [8] for fuel economy 
and emissions. 
EAs are robust global optimizers and require only cost function evaluations of candidate 
solutions, instead of requiring differentiable or analytical cost functions. These properties make 
EAs attractive options for complex, nonlinear, multimodal, or black-box optimization problems 
like ICE optimization, and thus we have chosen an EA called biogeography-based optimization 
(BBO) for this research. 
1.2 Evolutionary Algorithms 
EAs generally work by evolving several different candidate solutions to a given problem in 
parallel. EAs are most often used for parameter optimization problems, and so candidate solutions 
are usually sets of parameters that solve these optimization problems. Each step of the evolution 
process in an EA is called a generation, and the group of candidate solutions is often called a 
population. During each generation, the EA applies one or more evolutionary operators to the 
candidate solutions. These evolutionary operators, which are heuristics modeled on different 
evolutionary processes in nature (e.g., natural selection, mutation, and swarm behavior [9]) are 
used to produce new candidate solutions using information from the old candidate solutions. New 
information may also be brought into the population, and the mutation operator found in many 
EAs is an example of a heuristic used to accomplish this. 
These operators often use the cost or fitness of these solutions as inputs to determine how the 
features of solutions are used (a solution feature may be a value for one of a problems’ 
parameters). Cost is a way of describing the performance of solutions in the context of 
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engineering problem optimization. Good solutions to optimization problems have low costs, and 
so the objective of these problems is to minimize cost.  Fitness is often used to describe solution 
performance in the context of the theory of an EA, and the optimization objective is to maximize 
fitness, because good solutions are ones with high fitness. Cost and fitness can both be used to 
quantify the performance of solutions, but because we are primarily concerned with our 
optimization problem rather than the theory of a specific EA, we use the term cost to avoid 
abstracting the discussion too far away from our automotive problem. Also, we often refer to 
candidate solutions as solutions throughout this work; distinctions between a candidate solution 
of an EA and a solution in another sense should be clear within context. 
One drawback of EAs is their computational complexity. Automotive simulations are often 
computationally expensive, and if they are to be used as part of a cost function for an EA, they 
must be run many times. This fact poses a problem of particularly high computational effort. 
There are several approaches to reducing computational effort for problems that involve 
computationally expensive cost functions, including keeping track of evaluated candidate 
solutions to avoid recomputing their cost; truncating cost function evaluations during a run when 
it can be determined that the solution being evaluated will have a very large or very small cost 
value; parallelizing cost function evaluations; speed optimization of the cost function computer 
code; viewing a cost function as a combination of sub-functions and approximating it with sub-
functions; and the use of surrogate models of the cost function [10]. We discuss these methods in 
more detail in the following subsection. 
The choices of EA parameters, such as the parameters of evolutionary operators and 
population sizes, have an effect on the performance of the EA. For instance, a sensitivity analysis 
of the parameters of a particular GA on two different scheduling problems shows that some of the 
GA’s parameters are more important for finding better solutions than others; specifically, 
crossover rate is the most important for one problem, and population size is the most important 
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for the other [11]. Also, different EA parameters emphasize different aspects of the search 
procedure—in the case of an evolution strategies algorithm, the parent population size reflects the 
amount of emphasis given to global search or parallel exploration, whereas the offspring 
population size reflects exploitation of the information contained in the parent solutions [12]. 
Given the characteristics of a search space (i.e., the specific problem) and a given EA 
population, the optimal tradeoffs between exploration and exploitation will be different, and thus 
the optimal EA parameters will be different. This motivates us to optimize the EA parameters for 
our particular EA and problem, because doing so allows us to find better solutions with less 
search effort. It should also be noted that adaptive algorithms have been applied to EA parameters 
[12]. This can be useful because the optimal values of EA parameters can change over the course 
of an EA run based on characteristics of the population, such as diversity. We choose to use a 
manual, suboptimal approach for finding effective EA parameters instead of developing adaptive 
EA parameter optimization, as the latter approach is primarily effective for problems with 
dynamic or time-varying cost functions [12], while our cost function is a deterministic simulation. 
1.3 Reducing Computational Complexity of EAs 
The first method of reducing EA computational effort that we have mentioned, to record the 
cost of all evaluated solutions, is useful because we can avoid computing the costs of previously 
evaluated EA solutions by looking up their costs in the record. This is mostly helpful for 
situations for which we expect to have the same solution in a population over multiple 
generations, such as when elitism is used. Having a record of all previously evaluated solutions is 
also useful for generating surrogate models, as it may provide a large pool of solutions from 
which to draw samples for the surrogate modeling process. We have implemented this feature in 
our BBO software, and we discuss it in Section 4.4. 
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We can also minimize the CPU time required to compute the cost function. This may include 
using more computationally efficient algorithms or reducing the computational overhead of the 
cost function (e.g., removing debugging code), or using compiler optimizations. Because our 
automotive simulation is written in Simulink, we removed all of the “display,” “output,” and “to 
workspace” blocks used for debugging. Our simulation was also improved during development to 
reduce the aggressiveness of a control system used to simulate the driver’s control of the 
accelerator and brake pedals. We found that this reduced aggressiveness also reduced the 
simulation time, and we suspect this is because there is less high-frequency chattering of the 
simulated pedals, and thus the variable-step ordinary differential equation solver in MATLAB 
can relax the simulation step size and evaluate fewer steps throughout the course of the 
simulation. After making both of these changes, the CPU time required to run over the full 
simulation drive trace (the details of which are described in Sections 2.1 and 2.5) was reduced by 
more than 50%. 
We have also parallelized the cost function evaluations performed each generation. We have 
evaluated a maximum of 12 candidate solution costs in parallel in this research, and in the case of 
using 12 parallel cost evaluations, we observe a BBO simulation time of about 10% of the 
nominal simulation time. This is expected, because there is computational overhead associated 
with parallelization, and we are only parallelizing the cost function evaluations, not the entire 
BBO algorithm. Our implementation of cost function parallelization is shown in Section 4.3. 
We also approximate a full cost function evaluation by the evaluation of a subset of the cost 
function. We do this by running the vehicle simulation over only a portion of a given drive trace 
(i.e., vehicle velocity profile.) We describe this approach in Section 4.2. 
Surrogate models or response surfaces are of particular interest, because they are often 
computationally simpler than the expensive functions that they estimate, and there are a variety of 
different modeling methods, including those based on neural networks [7], polynomials[10], 
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locally weighted regression [13] and stochastic (e.g., Gaussian) processes [14], [15]. Also, a 
multi-objective genetic algorithm (GA) has been used with kriging-, RBF-, and neural network-
based meta models for parameter design optimization—in this work, meta model-based objective 
functions were optimized, and robust solutions were found by simultaneously minimizing the 
variance of the objective function values with respect to changing model parameters [16]. Kriging 
is a Gaussian process-based metamodeling technique from the geostatistics literature and was 
originally developed for predicting locations of ore deposits [17]. Design and Analysis of 
Computer Experiments (DACE) is a kriging-based surrogate modeling method, and is described 
in Chapter III. We apply DACE to BBO to improve the computational efficiency of search with 
BBO, and we describe this application in Section 4.5. 
1.4 Biogeography-Based Optimization 
BBO is an EA inspired by biogeography, which is the study of the migration of species 
between habitats [18]. The novel evolutionary operator in BBO is migration. With migration, 
each candidate solution in the population is assigned an immigration rate, λ, and an emigration 
rate, μ, based on its cost; these migration rates determine the likelihood that a solution will give or 
receive features from other solutions in the population. In standard BBO, these rates are given by 
𝜆𝑖 =
𝑓𝑖
𝑛
 (1.1) 
𝜇𝑖 =1-𝜆𝑖 (1.2) 
where n is the size of the BBO population,  i ϵ [1 … n] is a solution index, and fi is the fitness of 
the ith solution. 
Standard features of BBO also include mutation and elitism. With mutation, new information 
is incorporated into the population. As we have implemented it, the mutation operator in BBO 
replaces a solution variable in an individual with a given mutation probability, with a value drawn 
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from a uniform distribution, limited to be within the search range for that variable. The mutation 
probability is a parameter of BBO that is set before starting a run. 
Elitism ensures that the best solutions continue to contribute to the evolutionary process. At 
the end of each generation, we replace a certain number of the poorest solutions with the best 
solutions from the previous generation. Also, to keep the population from filling up with 
duplicates of the elite solutions, we replace any duplicated solutions with solutions whose 
variables are randomly selected from a uniform distribution within the search range. 
We have also implemented worsening probability in BBO. This parameter determines the 
probability that the changes made to a solution by the application of migration and mutation are 
kept, when these changes make the solution worse. 
The BBO algorithm is outlined in pseudocode in Algorithm 1. 
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_____________________________________________________________ 
 
for each solution Si 
    Sold  Si 
    for each solution feature x 
       select solution Si for immigration with probability proportional to i 
        if solution Si is selected then 
            select Sj for emigration with probability proportional to j 
            if Sj is selected then 
                Si(x)  Sj(x) 
            end  
        end 
    next solution feature 
    mutate Si with probability pm 
    if cost(Si) > cost(Sold) 
       replace Si with Sold given probability pw 
    end 
next solution 
_____________________________________________________________ 
Algorithm 1: Outline of the BBO algorithm given in a pseudocode form, showing how migration and mutation 
operations and the worsening rate are applied to a given solution, where pm is the mutation probability, and pw is 
the [19]worsening probability. 
We have chosen to use BBO as a typical EA. We justify our use of BBO by noting that it 
outperforms many EAs on a variety of benchmarks [18], and some promising theoretical research 
has been done to support it, including an analysis of BBO’s migration models [20], a theoretical 
comparison between BBO and GAs [21], and a probabilistic study of BBO [22]. BBO has also 
been successfully applied to a variety of nonlinear control problems such as fuzzy logic-based 
robot path tracking control optimization, open-loop knee prosthesis control, and load dispatching 
in power systems [23], [24], [25]. Because of this, it is reasonable to expect it to perform as well 
as any other EA for ICE control optimization. 
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1.5 Contribution 
Our main contribution to the topic of engine control tuning is the development of cam timing 
control tables that result in a 1.7% improvement in fuel economy over the tables that we started 
with. This fuel economy improvement has important implications that are explained in 
Section 7.1. 
We consider our research to be novel because we are not aware of any applications of DACE 
to reduce the computational effort associated with using an EA for optimization in an automotive 
system; however we note that RBF and kriging-based metamodels have been used for modeling 
emissions response surfaces before, as indicated in [26]. 
Also, EAs have previously been used to tune VVA systems. In [27], a multiobjective GA was 
used to simultaneously optimize diesel engine fuel economy and engine torque by manipulating 
intake valve timing. This means that the application of BBO to the optimization of a variable 
camshaft timing (VCT) system is not very novel. 
Our approach to use sub-functions of a vehicle drive trace may be new, because we have not 
seen any examples of decomposition of existing drive traces into sub-functions, or examination of 
the effect of drive trace quantities such as RMS velocity or RMS acceleration on EA optimization 
performance. We do note that combinations of random drive traces were used in work where 
stochastic dynamic programming was applied to the optimization of hybrid electric vehicle 
control [28]. 
Other work that has already been done includes derivative-based optimization of dual 
independent cam phasing using high-fidelity engine simulation models [29]. In another work, 
high fidelity engine simulations were used to train neural network-based surrogate models, which 
were then optimized to find optimal set points for a variable valve timing system [7]. Also, in 
[26], turbo-diesel engine control parameters were tuned to simultaneously minimize particulate, 
NOx, and CO emissions, and minimize engine noise, with a constraint on fuel economy. The 
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algorithm used in this case is a multiobjective evolutionary strategies algorithm. These works 
exemplify the trend in automotive engineering of the use of simulation model-based engine 
control optimization, where an increasing variety of engine subsystems are taken into account. 
1.6 Organization 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Chapter II, we provide a description of 
the physical system that we are simulating, and we explore our formulation of the problem and 
how we choose to construct a parameterization for use with BBO. In Chapter III, we introduce the 
DACE algorithm, discuss how it works, and describe some potential numerical problems that one 
may encounter when using it. In Chapter IV, we discuss our implementation of the BBO 
algorithm, including how we use cost function parallelization, recordkeeping of the cost values of 
solutions to avoid re-computing them, selection of simulation drive traces, and our application of 
DACE to reduce computational effort. In Chapter V, we discuss our tuning of BBO and DACE 
parameters for the cam timing optimization problem; these variables include population size, 
mutation rate, worsening rate, number of DACE samples, and percentage of individuals per 
generation to estimate using DACE. In Chapter VI, we examine BBO solutions to the VCT 
problem in the problem domain, and attempt to explain the qualities that make our solutions 
perform well. Finally, we draw conclusions and suggest future work in Chapter VII. 
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CHAPTER II 
PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 
2.1 Overview of Vehicle Simulation 
The Simulink® vehicle simulation that we use throughout this work is of a passenger vehicle 
equipped with a turbocharged gasoline powered direct injection engine, and includes variable 
timing of both intake and exhaust camshafts. Although there are a variety of control systems that 
we can optimize in this vehicle, we restrict our attention to the VCT system. 
VCT is a particular type of VVA technology in which the timing of intake valves, exhaust 
valves, or both are manipulated by changing the angular position of one or more camshafts with 
respect to the crankshaft. We have chosen to optimize the only VCT system because we have 
identified this system as one where large fuel economy improvements can be made with minimal 
engineering effort. We could optimize the vehicle hardware and find large improvements, but this 
would be costly. Also, the other controllers of the vehicle have been studied extensively and are 
better understood, and likely have less room to improve. 
Also, to evaluate the fuel economy of a vehicle, it needs to be driven. We use drive traces, 
which are vehicle velocity profiles, to simulate the driving conditions for the vehicle. We use a 
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closed-loop controller to simulate the driver—this controller manipulates the throttle and brake of 
the vehicle to track the drive trace, and the fuel consumed by running the simulation over a 
particular drive trace is used as the objective function that we minimize. 
The simulation that we use is of moderate fidelity in that it uses simplified models of 
combustion and engine flow, and is intended for preliminary control system parameter 
optimization. We choose to use this simulation model because preliminary parameter 
optimization with an EA is often an interactive process that requires running the simulation many 
times, and to do so using a high fidelity model would be prohibitive in terms of CPU time. In 
order to illustrate what systems and subsystems of the vehicle we simulate, we provide a 
simplified block diagram of our Simulink software in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Block diagram of Simulink vehicle simulation, showing subsystems and quantities that are taken into 
account. r is the collection of actuator target (set-point) signals (note that there are closed-loop controllers within 
the block labeled “Engine and Actuators” that are not depicted) Tq is the torque output of the engine, To is the 
torque supplied to the wheels, x is the state of the vehicle, including states of the included subsystems, and ?̇? is 
the derivative of the vehicle state. 
Following Figure 1 from left to right, we see that the vehicle state (which includes the engine 
state and other internal variables) is the input to the engine control system. The intake and 
exhaust camshaft timing actuators in our VCT system are controlled by lookup table mappings 
that cover a limited domain of engine load and engine speed. The reference values used for 
controlling the camshaft timing actuators are generated at runtime by linearly interpolating 
between adjacent table values. The cam timing lookup tables are represented by the “VCT 
Engine Control and 
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control” block in this diagram. The VCT actuator outputs are modeled in our vehicle simulation 
as time-delayed and rate-limited versions of the VCT command values from the lookup tables. 
The “Transmission Dynamics” and “Vehicle Dynamics” blocks represent the lossy delivery of 
torque from the engine to the wheels, which determines how the vehicle state changes. 
We note that it is possible to optimize the output torque of the engine by itself, however, we 
have chosen to simulate the entire vehicle when evaluating solutions, as fuel economy results in 
terms of vehicle distance traveled are easier to interpret than fuel economy results in terms of fuel 
consumed for the engine to meet a torque demand. 
2.2 Optimization Variables and Objectives 
Our objective is to optimize the fuel economy of a simulated vehicle by adjusting the control 
of the vehicle’s VCT. Specifically, we make modifications to lookup tables that define the 
controller set points for the two actuators in this system—the independent variables used for these 
lookup tables are engine speed and engine load, which can be considered the state variables of the 
ICE system [29]. 
We have chosen to modify the tables produced via prior unpublished research. Table I and 
Table II show the respective intake and exhaust cam timing lookup tables. We have chosen to 
modify these tables instead of generating completely new tables, because the tables we have 
chosen to modify produce good results in simulation tests despite being suboptimal. We have 
chosen this strategy because using BBO to optimize modifications to these tables, rather than 
using BBO to create new tables, effectively reduces the size of the search space and takes 
advantage of prior expert knowledge. 
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Normalized 
engine 
load 
1.4 -50 -50 -50 -50 -50 -50 
1.0 -33 -33 -33 -33 -33 -33 
0.8 -33 -30 -33 -25 -33 -33 
0.7 -6 -6 11 -33 -33 -6 
0.6 11 27 11 0 -33 11 
0.5 27 27 11 27 -33 27 
0.4 27 27 27 27 -33 27 
0.3 27 27 27 27 27 27 
0.2 27 27 27 27 27 27 
 700 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
 Engine speed (RPM) 
Table I: Intake camshaft timing table, with output values in degrees. 
 
Normalized 
engine 
load 
1.4 31 31 31 31 31 31 
1.0 31 31 31 31 31 31 
0.8 24 24 24 24 12 39 
0.7 24 5 39 12 39 39 
0.6 39 39 39 39 12 39 
0.5 39 39 39 39 39 -6 
0.4 39 39 39 39 39 24 
0.3 39 12 39 39 39 39 
0.2 39 -21 39 39 31 31 
 700 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
 Engine speed (RPM) 
Table II: Exhaust camshaft timing table, with output values in degrees. 
2.3 Radial Basis Functions 
In order to use BBO for this problem, we must first cast it as a parameter optimization 
problem. This means that control solutions must be represented by a set of parameters. We have 
chosen to use radial basis functions (RBFs) to parameterize our control solutions. RBFs are a 
class of basis functions, as are sinusoids or complex exponentials in the Fourier series. 
Specifically, RBFs are functions in one or more dimensions that are symmetric. Examples of 
RBFs include the Gaussian and the multiquadratic [30]. 
RBFs are useful for generating arbitrary functions, because any arbitrary function can be 
produced by a linear combination of an infinite number of orthogonal RBFs. Also, RBFs are 
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especially useful in cases where local changes may need to be made to an arbitrary surface, as 
changing only one parameter in an RBF-based mapping will produce a localized change in the 
mapping. An example of an arbitrary function defined by the sum of several RBFs is shown in 
Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Illustration of several RBFs (indicated by dashed blue lines) and the function produced by summing 
the RBFs (solid red line.) 
2.4 RBF Parameterization Approach 
We have chosen to parameterize these modifications (which are arbitrary mappings in (load, 
speed)-space) with Gaussian RBFs in order to formulate the lookup table optimization problem as 
a parameter optimization problem for use with BBO. Because the state space of the vehicle is 
two-dimensional (i.e., the states are engine load and engine speed) we must use two-dimensional 
Gaussians to map this space. The two dimensional Gaussian is given by the expression 
𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) = ℎ exp (
1
2(1 − 𝜌2)
[
2𝜌(𝑥 − 𝜇𝑥)(𝑦 − 𝜇𝑦)
𝜎𝑥𝜎𝑦
− (
(𝑥 − 𝜇𝑥)
𝜎𝑥
)
2
− (
(𝑦 − 𝜇𝑦)
𝜎𝑦
)
2
]) (2.1) 
where h is the height or magnitude of the Gaussian, μx and  μy are the coordinates of the center of 
the Gaussian, σx and σy are the widths of the Gaussian, and ρ is the correlation between the two 
dimensions of the Gaussian, and controls how diagonal the Gaussian is in those two dimensions. 
-10 -5 0 5 10
-2
-1
0
1
2
 
 
Sum of RBFs
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We choose Gaussian RBFs because each basis in such an RBF-based mapping contributes 
locally around a given point to the space spanned by the RBFs while still producing a continuous 
mapping. As a result, RBF-based mappings are intuitive, since it is easy to visually examine the 
numerical optimization results. Further, depending on which parameters of the optimization 
problem are fixed and which are allowed to vary as independent optimization variables, the 
problem dimension can be made relatively small while still retaining a great deal of flexibility in 
the variety of solutions that can be represented. 
We generate RBF-based lookup-tables by sampling all of our RBFs at all of the (load-speed) 
points specified by the elements of the original lookup tables, and we add the sampled RBF 
values to the original tables at these points. Finally, we set any resulting lookup table values 
outside the range that the actuators can produce, [-27, 50], to the nearest minimum or maximum. 
We have chosen this approach, where we modify the lookup tables rather than modify the control 
algorithm, because new lookup tables in the same format as the old ones can immediately replace 
old ones with minimal engineering effort. We explore different methods of incorporating the 
RBFs found with BBO to the original lookup tables in Appendix A. 
Additionally, we have chosen to fix the centers (μ) and the shapes (the widths, σ and the 
correlation, ρ) of the RBFs, while optimizing the heights or magnitudes. This reduces the search 
space of the problem, and thus reduces the search effort necessary to find good BBO solutions. 
The choices of these fixed parameters is itself an optimization problem. Our approach to this 
optimization step is to chose these parameters such that the resulting RBFs span the subspace 
defined by the trajectory of the simulated vehicle through (load, speed)-space given the original 
actuator lookup tables. Although this optimization step can be formulated in a variety of different 
ways, including applying clustering methods to the data from this simulation, we have chosen this 
simple, manual, suboptimal approach to keep our efforts from straying too much from the original 
problem. 
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In this method, we chose a fixed number of RBFs to span (load, speed)-space, given a 
subjective inspection of the number of clusters of data in the simulation trajectory, and we fix the 
heights of these RBFs to unity. We then manually adjust the locations and shapes of the RBFs 
until the level curves of the unity-height RBFs visually correlate with the data from the nominal 
simulation. Figure 3 shows the locations and shapes produced via this manual pre-BBO step 
using five clusters of (load, speed) data; Figure 4 is similar, but uses 10 clusters of data. Figure 5 
and Figure 6 show filled contour plots of the surface made by the sum of the RBFs with their 
heights set to unity for the cases of five clusters and 10 clusters respectively. These plots are 
useful for this design process because they qualitatively show us what areas of the controller 
lookup tables we can adjust with BBO and how well these correlate to the (load, speed) subspace 
that the vehicle traverses. The centers of the RBFs in the five and 10 cluster formulations are 
given in captions of Figure 3 and Figure 4. Note that the locations of the centers given in these 
figures do not directly correspond to the RBF parameters used with BBO. This is because we 
manually tuned these parameters to better fit the unity height RBF surfaces (as shown in Figure 5 
and Figure 6) to the scatter plots of simulation data (as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.) 
We initially attempted to use k-means clustering to find suitable locations for the centers of the 
RBFs, but could not find a suitable algorithm to subsequently tune the RBF widths after finding 
the centers. We also tried to use BBO to find the centers, widths, and covariances of the RBFs, 
using a cost function of the RBF coverage of the state trajectory data points. We found it difficult 
to find a cost function that encourages RBFs that cover the data points without being too wide. 
Finally, we note that the expectation-maximization algorithm may be effective for finding RBF 
parameters, as this algorithm attempts to fit Gaussian distributions to a data set. 
We choose to use the five cluster formulation described in Figure 3 and Figure 5, based on 
results of ad hoc BBO runs. We were able to find better solutions with the five cluster 
formulation than with the three and 10 cluster formulations we tried, which suggests that five 
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clusters provides a good tradeoff between search space manageability and parameterization 
flexibility. 
 
Figure 3: Engine load and speed data scatter plot with circles showing the locations and shapes of five RBFs 
found with an ad-hoc placement approach. We note that the first RBF is centered at (525, 0.21), the second, 
third, fourth, and fifth are centered at (700, 0.15), (850, 0.45), (1200, 0.30), and (1600, 0.65). The correlation 
coefficients for these RBFs are 0.00, 0.15, 0.20, 0.30, 0.45 for the first, second, third, fourth and fifth RBFs 
respectively. 
 
 
Figure 4: Engine load and speed data scatter plot with circles showing the locations and shapes of 10 RBFs 
found with an ad-hoc placement approach. We note that the first RBF is centered at (525, 0.21), the remaining 
RBFs, numbered 2 through 10 are given in the following order, (700, 0.5), (680, 0.22), (920, 0,25), (1050, 0.55), 
(1400, 0.54), (1300, 0.28), (1610, 0.41), (1600, 0.85), and (1800, 0.70). The correlation coefficients for RBFs 1 
through 10 are 0.00, 0.15, 0.70, 0.50, 0.25, 
-0.60, 0.30, 0.00, 0.50, 0.65. 
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Figure 5: Contour plot of the RBF surface created by setting the RBF heights to unity, in the case of five 
clusters. 
 
 
Figure 6: Contour plot of the RBF surface created by setting the RBF heights to unity, in the case of 10 clusters. 
Finally, we note we arbitrarily choose to use a search range of [-20, 20] for the RBF heights 
with BBO. This range was chosen because it is a round number that is roughly one quarter of the 
full range of camshaft phase angles, [-50, 27], that can be produced by the actuators that we are 
controlling. Larger search ranges could be used, but the slow dynamics of the actuators require 
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that differences between adjacent camshaft angle values in the lookup tables be small, and giving 
BBO the freedom to make drastic changes to the tables may encourage BBO to produce solutions 
that include large changes between adjacent table values. This constraint is important because if 
the engine control unit (ECU) constantly applies drastic changes to the set points of the camshaft 
timing actuators (which may occur during slow, stop-and-go traffic), the actuators may not be 
able to reach their set points. This may reduce the improvements in efficiency that we can obtain 
with VCT, and may result in an engine that is undesirable to the driver, as it may constantly and 
abruptly change its performance characteristics. Also, controller stability problems, such as 
ringing or overshoot may be possible in such a case. We do not attempt to establish a maximum 
value for the difference between adjacent lookup table values, as our current automotive 
simulation may not be accurate enough to produce these deleterious effects; instead, we examine 
our optimization results manually to see if the change between adjacent table values is 
significantly greater than in the original reference tables. Future work may include increasing the 
search ranges and constraining the maximum difference between adjacent lookup table values. 
2.5 Simulation Drive Traces 
Given our chosen parameterization of the lookup table modifications, we can make further 
adjustments to the problem formulation. We do this by changing the parameters of the simulation 
so that the cost function of the modified simulation still resembles the original, yet is less 
expensive to compute. In our case, we can select drive traces for simulation that involve a short 
simulation time while still containing the driving features that we must optimize the fuel economy 
over. We have chosen to use the EPA urban dynamometer driving schedule (UDDS), also known 
as the LA4 cycle [31]. We have also developed a method to pick sub-traces from a given drive 
trace. Any particular drive trace can be split into a sequence of sub-traces that each begin with a 
period of idle (vehicle velocity equal to zero) and end with the next period of idle. For instance, 
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the LA4 city trace used in our work can be split into 18 different sub-traces, including one sub-
trace that consists only of a period of idling. A plot of the LA4 drive trace with vertical lines 
denoting the beginning of each sub-trace is shown in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7: Plot of EPA urban drive cycle with vertical lines showing how we have partitioned it into sub-traces. 
An index is denoted above each sub-trace, and these are referred to in the remainder of this paper. Not shown in 
this plot is the 18thsub-trace which consists of all of the idling time between each of the other sub-traces. 
The sub-trace approach is a way of extracting sub-functions of the cost function as mentioned 
in [10]. The details of this approach (especially initial velocity, v0 = 0) are important because they 
ensure that the initial conditions of each sub-trace are consistent. 
We can determine which sub-traces to use for approximating the full cost function trace by 
examining quantities such as root-mean-square (RMS) velocity and acceleration, the time length 
of the sub-trace (proportional to the number of samples in the drive trace, since the traces are 
sampled at a constant rate), and the empirically measured CPU time needed to run the simulation 
over that sub-trace. Afterwards, we can determine which of these quantities are most strongly 
correlated with the minimum costs from BBO runs to decide which sub-traces to use. We have 
examined additional quantities, such as mean velocity and acceleration, but have chosen not to 
include them in this thesis, because their correlations are almost identical to quantities we include. 
We exclude these quantities because we are interested in finding the smallest set of independent 
quantities that captures the nature of a drive trace. Future work may include characterizing the 
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sub-traces by frequency content. It may be desirable to run BBO by simulating over drive traces 
that include all of the frequency components that a driver would demand from her vehicle, 
because this would mean that an optimal BBO solution would result in good fuel economy for all 
of the different speed and acceleration conditions desired by the driver. 
2.6 BBO Simulations for Examining Sub-Traces 
To execute this test, we ran three Monte Carlo simulations of BBO over each of the 18 sub-
traces and evaluated the sub-traces at the four previously mentioned quantities. In order to 
evaluate how well a sub-trace represents the full LA4 city trace and to provide a basis for 
comparisons between sub-traces, we evaluate all of the BBO solutions from each run on the full 
trace during the final generation. In other words, the cost (consumed fuel) values that are 
discussed in this section are all evaluated on the full city trace, though the candidate solutions 
were evolved using a particular sub-trace. The BBO parameters for this test are given in Table III. 
We note that population size was chosen to be a multiple of 12 to reduce overhead, as we run cost 
function evaluations with 12 MATLAB ® parallel workers on a 24-core AMD Opteron-based™ 
PC. Also, the number of Monte Carlo simulations was chosen arbitrarily as part of a tradeoff 
between computational effort and collecting a significant sample size. The worsening probability 
shown in Table III is the probability that solutions that worsen from one generation to the next 
replace their parents. 
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Parameter Value 
Generation count 20 
Population size 48 
Mutation probability 0.02 
Worsening probability 1 
Problem dimension 10 
Number of elite solutions 2 
Table III: BBO parameters for the Monte Carlo simulations where we examine correlations of various 
quantities with fuel economy for different sub-traces. 
Scatter plots of these data with linear curve fitting are shown in Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10, 
and Figure 11. Each point in these scatter plots represents the cost obtained by running the full 
LA4 cycle over the best solution found in a BBO run over a given sub-trace—the costs shown are 
averages taken over the three Monte Carlo simulations. 
 
Figure 8: RMS velocity versus the cost obtained by running the best solution of a BBO simulation over the LA4 
cycle. 
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Figure 9: RMS acceleration versus cost obtained by running the best solution of a BBO simulation over the LA4 
cycle. 
 
 
Figure 10: Simulation time length of each sub-trace versus cost obtained by running the best solution of a BBO 
simulation over the LA4 cycle. 
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Figure 11: CPU time versus cost obtained by running the best solution of a BBO simulation over the LA4 cycle. 
Pearson correlation coefficients between minimum cost and each of the metrics, as well as the 
associated no-correlation probabilities from these Monte Carlo trials, are shown in Table IV. 
Specifically, the data in the table are the averages over all sub-traces and over all Monte Carlo 
simulations (i.e., 18 sub-traces ∙ 3 Monte Carlo trials = 54 simulations). We have chosen to use 
the Pearson correlation coefficient because straight lines, and thus linear relationships, can be fit 
to these data most easily. 
Metric 
Pearson’s correlation 
coefficient: 
p-value 
(no correlation hypothesis) 
vRMS -0.6851 0.0017 
aRMS -0.5299 0.0237 
Tsim -0.1907 0.4485 
TCPU -0.1995 0.4273 
Table IV: Correlations between minimum cost after a BBO run and the following metrics; RMS velocity, vRMS; 
RMS acceleration, aRMS; simulation time, Tsim; and CPU time, TCPU. Also shown are the associated probabilities 
that there is no correlation between each metric and final minimum cost. 
Given a confidence interval of 5%, the two metrics that have statistically significant 
correlations are RMS acceleration and especially velocity. Further, the fact that all of the 
significant correlation coefficients are negative indicates that running BBO over sub-traces that 
measure higher than average in these metrics is more likely than average to result in better 
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solutions. Since there is little evidence supporting a correlation between simulation or CPU time 
and minimum cost, we should be able to run for a relatively short simulation time and still get 
good BBO results, and it doesn’t really matter how much CPU time it takes (which may vary 
depending on how numerically stiff the problem dynamics turn out to be, given the shape of the 
sub-traces). 
Finally, we show the minimum cost after 20 generations of BBO averaged over the Monte 
Carlo simulations in a bar graph in Figure 12. We include not only the best cost results for the 18 
sub-traces, but also the cost for a reference simulation with no changes made to the lookup tables, 
as well as two particular cases of running BBO over a combination of sub-traces. The first sub-
trace combination run consists of the following: for the first 5 generations, the first five sub-traces 
were run; for generations 6 through 10, the first 10 sub-traces were run; for generations 11 
through 15, the first 15 sub-traces were run; and for the rest of the BBO run, the full city trace 
was run. We refer to this combination as the drive trace “split into quarters.” The second sub-
trace combination run uses the sum of costs obtained by running over sub-traces 2 and 9. The 
minimum cost found by optimizing over the entire city trace is also shown for sake of 
comparison. 
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Figure 12: Bar graph showing the average cost of the best solution from BBO for each of the sub-traces. Bars 1 
through 18 correspond to the 18 sub-traces, bar 19 corresponds to combination of sub-traces produced by the 
drive trace split into quarters, and bar 20 corresponds to the cost of the simulation with the original lookup 
tables. Bar 21 shows a combination of sub-traces 2 and 9, and bar 22 shows the cost obtained from running BBO 
over the full city trace. 
Figure 12 shows us that the two best individual sub-traces to run (i.e., those that resulted in the 
lowest costs after running BBO) are the second and ninth sub-traces. Further, running BBO with 
the full city trace results in best costs almost identical to those found by running BBO over the 
second sub-trace. The combination of the sub-traces 2 and 9 is about as effective as sub-trace 9, 
which gives poorer costs than sub-trace 2. Further, we see that the combination of sub-traces 
where the drive trace was split into quarters results in a low best cost on average, however, one 
that is poorer than running BBO individually on sub-trace 9. It is important to note that these two 
combinations were chosen arbitrarily, and it is possible that more effective combinations can be 
found, but running BBO with either combination produces poorer solutions than sub-trace 9 
alone. 
The conclusion we can draw from these data is that it is best to run over sub-trace 9 than any 
other individual sub-trace, any combination of sub-traces, or the full drive trace itself. This is 
because BBO finds better solutions on average when computing cost over sub-trace 9 and the full 
city trace (i.e., the differences in best costs found with both are insignificant), yet the simulation 
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time of the full city trace is 1371 seconds long, whereas sub-trace 2 is only 174 seconds long. 
This means that by running sub-trace 2 instead of the full trace, we can reduce simulation time by 
almost a factor of 8, yet still find the best solutions possible given all of the drive traces that we 
have evaluated. One thing that should be kept in mind is that these cost data are computed over 
the full drive trace as a means of comparison; however, this results in a selection bias where the 
solutions that are considered best are the ones that result in less fuel consumption over the 
particular driving conditions of the full drive trace, and so we again state that we assume the 
driving conditions of the city trace represent the average driving conditions faced by the public 
who would be driving this kind of car. 
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CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS 
 
3.1 Overview 
DACE is a promising Gaussian process surrogate modeling method that applies the algorithm 
of kriging to the estimation of deterministic computer experiments. DACE has been applied to 
engineering meta-modeling [15] and reduction of cost function evaluations in EAs [32], and the 
variety of EA applications of DACE has inspired us to use it for our problem. DACE was first 
developed by Sacks, Welch, Mitchell, and Wynn as an adaptation of classical design of 
experiments (DOE) techniques to computer simulation-based engineering design problems [14].  
DOE was originally intended for physical experiments that inherently feature random error. In 
DOE, experiments are proposed to estimate a statistic of a population, and the goal is to find an 
efficient experiment whose outcome results in the lowest variance in estimation error. However, 
deterministic computer simulations, such as those used for modeling engineering problems, do 
not feature random error. DACE makes the false, but useful assumption that the outputs of these 
computer simulations are actually realizations of stochastic processes. 
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The assumption given above is false, because, when we program our simulations to generate 
deterministic outputs, we know that they are deterministic. However, if we treat a deterministic 
simulation like a black box and evaluate it at several points, all within a given neighborhood, the 
simulation values within that neighborhood often appear to be normally distributed. Using this 
tendency, we can estimate simulation values by using sample statistics. This means that DOE 
techniques can be used for deterministic computer simulations. 
3.2 Derivation of DACE 
We begin by noting that the equation development in this subsection is adapted from [33], 
with changes as seen appropriate. In DACE, we make the assumption that we can use information 
from M cost function evaluations, denoted f(x) = [f(x1) … f(xM)], to approximate the cost function 
using the following expression 
𝑓(𝑥𝑖) = 𝜇 + 𝜀(𝑥𝑖) ;  𝑖 ∈ [1 … 𝑀] (3.1) 
where x is a vector of M candidate solutions {xi} (each of which are n-dimensional vectors, where 
n is the optimization problem dimension), μ is a scalar constant, and ε is a scalar-valued, Gaussian 
random function, with a mean of zero, and a standard deviation of σ2. 
Note that f(x) is a random vector with a multivariate Gaussian distribution. This means that its 
probability density function is given by 
PDF(𝑓(𝑥)) =
1
2𝜋𝑀/2|𝑅|1/2
 exp (−
(𝑓(𝑥) − 𝜇1𝑀)
T𝐶−1(𝑓(𝑥) − 𝜇1𝑀)
2
) (3.2) 
where C is the matrix of covariances between each element of f(x), and 1M is an M-element 
column vector composed of all ones. Also, note that each element of f(x) has the same variance, 
and so the covariance and correlation matrices of f(x) are related by C = σ2R. This means that we 
can rewrite Equation 3.2 as  
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PDF(𝑓(𝑥)) =
1
2𝜋𝑀/2𝜎𝑀|𝑅|1/2
 exp (−
(𝑓(𝑥) − 𝜇1𝑀)
T𝑅−1(𝑓(𝑥) − 𝜇1𝑀)
2𝜎2
) (3.3) 
where R is the correlation matrix, given by 
𝑅 = [
𝜌1,1 … 𝜌1,𝑀
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝜌𝑀,1 … 𝜌𝑀,𝑀
] (3.4) 
DACE assumes that different values of x must be correlated in some way. After making this 
assumption, all we need to do to fit DACE models to our data is to pick a correlation function, 
and then find correlation function parameters that result in the best fit. The correlation function 
used most often in the literature is a function of a weighted distance metric—this distance metric 
and the correlation function are given by 
𝑑𝑖,𝑗 = ∑ 𝜃𝑘
𝑛
𝑘=1
|𝑥𝑖(𝑘) − 𝑥𝑗(𝑘)|
𝑝𝑘  ;  𝑘 ∈ [1 … 𝑛] (3.5) 
𝜌𝑖,𝑗 = Corr (𝑓(𝑥𝑖), 𝑓(𝑥𝑗)) = exp(−𝑑𝑖,𝑗) (3.6) 
In this case, μ ϵ (-∞, ∞), σ2 ϵ [0, ∞), θk ϵ [1, 2], and pk ϵ [0, ∞)  (where k ϵ [1…n]) are the 
model parameters that we must fit to the data. This means that we have a total of 2+2k model 
parameters. 
The distance metric from Equation 3.5 is chosen such that candidate solutions, xi and xj that 
are near each other have high correlations (approaching 1), and candidate solutions that are far 
apart have low correlations (approaching 0). 
The method for fitting the parameters of a statistical model or predictor to some sample data is 
called maximum-likelihood estimation. By definition, the likelihood function of these model 
parameters given f(x), is the PDF of f(x) given the model parameters. This means that the 
expression for PDF(f(x)) from Equation 3.3 is the likelihood function. We can then find closed 
form expressions for μ and σ2 that maximize the likelihood function. These are 
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?̂? =
1𝑀
T(𝑅−1)𝑓(𝑥)
1𝑀
T(𝑅−1)1𝑀
 (3.7) 
?̂?2 =
(𝑓(𝑥) − 𝜇1𝑀)
T𝑅−1(𝑓(𝑥) − 𝜇1𝑀)
𝑛
 (3.8) 
 
We can then substitute the maximum likelihood estimates for μ and σ2 into the likelihood 
function, which gives us a likelihood function that has only 2k model parameters to fit. We use 
the fmincon function provided in MATLAB to find θ and p that maximize this so-called 
concentrated likelihood function. The fmincon function implements constrained minimization for 
general nonlinear problems. In order to cast the likelihood maximization problem as a 
minimization problem, we minimize the reciprocal of the likelihood function, noting that several 
of the factors in this equation are not functions of θ and p, and thus can be regarded as constants 
during optimization. This yields the following cost function for minimization 
𝐽𝐷𝐴𝐶𝐸 = 𝜎
𝑀|𝑅|1/2 (3.9) 
Finally, once we have found optimal θ and p values, we can use our DACE model as a 
predictor to estimate the cost function at a new point x* with 
𝑓(𝑥∗) = 𝜇 + 𝑟(𝑥∗)T𝑅−1(𝑓(𝑥) − 𝜇1𝑀) (3.10) 
where r is the vector of correlations between x* and each of the M sample points in the vector x. 
It should be noted that the determinant of the correlation matrix, R, is used in Equation 3.9 for 
the model fitting process, and its inverse is taken in Equation 3.10 when using the model to 
estimate the cost function. If R becomes ill conditioned, then we will have difficulties both fitting 
and evaluating DACE models. We have taken several steps to keep this from happening, and we 
describe them in detail in Appendix B. 
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CHAPTER IV 
BBO SOFTWARE FOR CAM TIMING OPTIMIZATION 
 
4.1 Overview of Cam Timing BBO Software 
We describe all of the problem specific modifications we have made, and the significance of 
each, in this chapter. We begin by describing our approach of running different simulation drive 
speed traces during a BBO run, then we provide a brief discussion of the methods of parallelizing 
the cost function evaluations, then we talk about keeping a record structure of all of the evaluated 
BBO solutions, then we discuss our approach for applying DACE to BBO, and finally we look at 
the entire software architecture at a high level and provide some flow charts for illustration. 
4.2 Varying Simulation Drive Traces in BBO 
We have implemented a feature allowing any number of different simulation drive traces to be 
run in different generations in our BBO software. For instance, we can run both sub-traces 2 and 
9 for the first three generations of BBO, then the full city trace for generations 4 and 5. We have 
accomplished this by creating a lookup table whose rows contain all of the sub-trace indices we 
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wish to run in a given generation. The table that is generated for the hypothetical case we describe 
in this paragraph is shown in Table V. 
Generation Index First Drive Trace Second Drive Trace 
1 Sub-trace 2 Sub-trace 9 
2 Sub-trace 2 Sub-trace 9 
3 Sub-trace 2 Sub-trace 9 
4 City trace N/A 
5 City trace N/A 
Table V: Example of a lookup table used to select which drive traces are simulated each generation. 
 
This software feature allows us to implement schemes where we begin by running BBO over a 
small number of sub-traces to reduce computational effort, yet still get the BBO population to 
start converging to the neighborhood of the best solutions. Then, as the BBO run progresses, we 
start adding more subtraces so that BBO converges to solutions that more closely reflect the 
minima of the cost function defined by the full city trace. We have found that there is significant 
CPU time overhead involved in running many different subtraces each generation, because the 
initialization step in the vehicle simulation takes a significant amount of time, and running over 
multiple subtraces does not yield the improvement in the quality of the best solutions to warrant 
doing this. 
4.3 Parallelized Cost Evaluation 
In order to leverage the increasing number of processor cores in modern computers to reduce 
the computation effort of a BBO run, we have chosen to use the “spmd” program control method 
from the MATLAB Parallel Computing Toolbox ®. The spmd function creates copies of the 
variables in a MATLAB workspace, and runs the same program using several parallel workers 
(or jobs) over each copy. The output data from these parallel workers can then be merged by the 
user after all of the workers finish executing the program. 
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In order to parallelize the cost function evaluation step with spmd, we split all of the candidate 
solutions that we wish to evaluate into n number of groups, corresponding to the number of 
parallel workers chosen (which cannot be greater than the number of CPU cores). Inside each of 
the parallel spmd programs, we have a for loop that computes the cost of all of the individuals 
within a given group in series. We illustrate how cost function parallelization is used within our 
BBO software later in Section 4.6. 
4.4 Recording and Using Costs of Previously Evaluated Solutions 
We make the following modifications to standard BBO. First, we add a structure to the BBO 
software that contains every solution that we evaluate over the course of a run, along with its 
associated cost; we call this structure the record. At the end of every generation, we add all of the 
solutions whose cost has been calculated during the most recent generation into the record, 
making sure not to add duplicate entries. When computing costs after applying the evolutionary 
operators, we can check if BBO solutions exist within the record, and if they do, we do not need 
to compute their costs again; instead, we can look them up in the record. 
We make sure to handle the case where the cost function for BBO may change from one 
generation to the other. As we have mentioned, we have the capability to change the number or 
indices of the drive traces we can simulate over, from generation to generation. If we change the 
simulation drive traces, then we necessarily change the cost function, and the costs of solutions 
that we have recorded are no longer valid for the new cost function. Because of this, we delete the 
solution record and start over at the beginning of BBO generations where we change the cost 
function. We illustrate our use of solution recordkeeping later in Section 4.6. 
Further, the record can be used as a pool from which to draw samples for generating DACE 
models. It is useful to have more points available to sample from, because more points means we 
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have more flexibility in choosing a sample set for modeling. More information on our application 
of DACE to BBO can be found in the following subsection.  
4.5 DACE Application to BBO 
Because DACE has been applied to other EAs before, it makes sense that it can be applied to 
BBO as well. Although there are several evolution control strategies (i.e., several algorithms for 
deciding when to estimate cost with DACE instead of calculating it) [32], we have chosen to 
develop our own strategy for using DACE with BBO to leverage the record of evaluated 
candidate solutions that we keep as a pool of samples for generating DACE models. 
During each generation, we determine whether to estimate or calculate the cost of a candidate 
solution by comparing the Euclidean distance between the solution and the closest DACE sample 
point to it in search parameter space. Two strategies for making this decision include picking a 
fixed number of candidate solutions to estimate and choosing those who are closest to their 
nearest sample point, and estimating only those solutions that are closer than a given distance 
threshold to their nearest sample points. Figure 13 illustrates the concept of the closest distance 
from a point that we are estimating and the nearest DACE sample to it, in a hypothetical, one-
dimensional case. The distance threshold strategy makes sense because the mean-squared error 
(MSE) of a DACE model is zero at the sample points used to fit the model, and generally 
increases as one looks further and further away from the sample points [33]. The main drawback 
to this method is the challenge associated with choosing the distance threshold given how 
aggressively we want the EA to estimate the cost function. We can also use the MSE expression 
from [33] instead of distance to decide which solutions to estimate. 
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Figure 13: Drawing depicting the distance, d, between a solution to be estimated and its closest DACE sample. 
The set of samples chosen to generate a DACE model also strongly affects the performance of 
an EA using DACE. Latin hypercube sampling is often used for fitting DACE models [33], 
because a Latin hypercube sample set can better represent a distribution than a uniform sample 
set, given certain conditions [34]. In contrast, building a DACE model from normally distributed 
samples is a bad idea, because the samples will tend to be close together, and the correlation 
matrix, R, which must be inverted in the process of fitting or sampling from a DACE model, 
becomes nearly singular [33]. 
In the case of using DACE to estimate an expensive cost function in an EA, it is undesirable to 
compute all of the cost function evaluations necessary to achieve a Latin hypercube sampling; 
instead, we want to use the solutions from the EA population that have already been evaluated. 
This poses a numerical problem, because the solutions in an EA population tend to cluster around 
local optima during an EA run, and thus the R matrix developed while fitting DACE will be ill-
conditioned. For this reason, it may be useful to sample from a record of all of the solutions that 
have been evaluated over the course of a run in such a way that the resulting sample set will have 
desirable properties. One important property is that the sample set should result in a well 
conditioned R. 
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We have developed a simple, sub-optimal sampling heuristic in which solutions from the 
record obtained using the method in the previous paragraph are selected, one-by-one, such that 
the resulting sample set is well spread out. The first sample is chosen as the solution closest to the 
mean of the record solutions, and the subsequent samples are chosen as those furthest away from 
the mean of all of the previously chosen samples. Future work may include a more optimal 
approach; perhaps involving finding a subset of the solution record that most closely correlates 
with a desired distribution. This simple heuristic algorithm was chosen because it provides good 
results, yet does not distract us from the underlying ICE optimization problem. Algorithm 2 
provides a pseudocode description of this “spread out” sampling heuristic and Figure 14 
illustrates a particular hypothetical, two-dimensional case. 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 = argmin
𝑖=[1,𝑁]
‖?̅? − 𝑥𝑖‖ 
𝑦1 = 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛  
𝑔1 = 𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 
 
for 𝑗 = 2 to 𝑀 
𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 = argmax
𝑘=[1,𝑁]∉𝑔
‖?̅? − 𝑥𝑘‖ 
𝑦𝑗 = 𝑥𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 
𝑔𝑗 = 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 
end 
_____________________________________________________________ 
Algorithm 2: Pseudocode representation of our DACE sampling heuristic, where N is the size of the solution 
record, M is the desired number of samples, x is the vector of solution vectors in the record, xˉ  is the mean of the 
recorded solutions, y is the resulting set of DACE samples, g is the set of indices corresponding to previously 
chosen record solutions and is used to implement sampling without replacement, and imin and kmax are the 
indices that optimize their preceding equations. 
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Figure 14: Illustration of a test case of our DACE sampling heuristic with six samples drawn from a set of 30 
samples taken from a uniform distribution. 
It is also important to note that a DACE model can be used as an additional source for 
generating candidate solutions. If a DACE model is particularly accurate around the global 
optimum, we can use the optimum of the DACE model to estimate the global optimum of the 
search space. In a BBO algorithm, we can use DACE as an evolutionary operator to replace some 
of the poorest solutions with solutions that optimize a DACE model. Alternatively, we can 
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replace poor BBO solutions with solutions at points in the search domain where the DACE model 
has high error—after we evaluate the cost of these solutions, we can use them as samples for 
generating subsequent DACE models, and thus reduce the DACE model error within the vicinity 
of these new samples. We are motivated to consider this, because optimizing a DACE model is 
generally much easier than directly optimizing the cost function that the model represents. We 
have not pursued this idea any further, but it remains as a possibility for future work. 
4.6 BBO Software Flow Charts 
Figure 15 shows a flow chart that illustrates the program flow of our BBO algorithm. The 
details of the cost function evaluation step in Figure 15 are illustrated in greater detail in Figure 
16. As can be seen from these figures, the step for evaluating the costs of the BBO population has 
several substeps. Most of the improvements to CPU time are made in the cost evaluation step. 
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Figure 15: Flow chart illustrating the program 
flow in our BBO software. Note that the 
“Evaluate costs” block shown twice in this 
figure is expanded in Figure 16. 
 
Figure 16: Flow chart indicating how the record of 
previously evaluated solutions, worsening rate, variability of 
choices of simulation drive trace, estimation of individuals 
with DACE, and cost function parallelization are used 
within our BBO software. 
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CHAPTER V 
OPTIMIZATION PARAMETER STUDIES 
 
5.1 Optimization Parameter Study Motivation 
It is important to examine the characteristics of the optimization method chosen for any 
particular problem, since one algorithm or one set of optimization algorithm parameters may be 
better suited for a given problem than others. This is a consequence of the No Free Lunch 
theorem, which states that all algorithms perform equally well on average when tested on the 
most general class of problems [12]. This motivates us to study the DACE and BBO parameters 
that we use for our variable camshaft timing problem, since an algorithm that takes advantage of 
problem specific knowledge usually performs better on that particular problem than algorithms 
that do not. 
While we could optimize these parameters, the number of the parameters that could be varied 
is large, and the problem of optimization algorithm parameter optimization, when taken to its 
logical conclusion, becomes one of infinitely many nested optimization problems (i.e., we use 
one algorithm to optimize another, which optimizes another, ad infinitum). 
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The Vertical No Free Lunch Theorem given in [35] states that the difficulty of a search 
increases exponentially as more and more nested levels of search are added, unless some 
information about the higher level search spaces is known. This means that a search for optimal 
EA parameters is only useful if some information is already known about the search space for 
these parameters. As EA researchers, we know what ranges of EA parameters work well for 
problems in general, and so we can incorporate this information into a meta search that may yield 
a better EA for a given problem. 
For this reason, we consider it sufficient to evaluate our version of BBO throughout the 
optimization parameter search domain, varying one dimension at a time while holding the rest 
constant. In doing so, we can estimate the relationships between each of the algorithm’s 
independent variables, which allows us to find suboptimal but effective search parameters. 
5.2 BBO Parameter Studies 
In order to find effective BBO parameters for our particular problem, we first define a 
reference set of BBO variables which are shown in Table VI and which represent typical 
parameters used in the literature. We then vary parameters such as population size, mutation rate, 
and worsening rate, one at a time. We note that we ran these tests over only sub-trace 10 to 
facilitate the Monte Carlo approach, since running a BBO simulation over even a single sub-trace 
can take more than 3 hours depending on the BBO parameters. 
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Parameter Value 
Generation count 50 
Population size 100 
Mutation probability 0.02 
Worsening probability 1 
Problem dimension 10 
Number of elite solutions 2 
Simulation drive trace sub-trace 10 
Table VI: Nominal BBO parameters for BBO parameter studies. 
5.2.1 Population Size 
First, we examined population size by running eight Monte Carlo simulations with population 
size equal to the values: 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, and 300.The cost of the best solution from 
each Monte Carlo simulation is represented by a point on a scatter plot in Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17: Scatter plot of normalized minimum cost after 50 BBO generations versus population size. A power 
function curve is also shown. 
Because this relationship appears to be a monotonic one (as one would expect), there is no 
optimum and so we must find a suitable tradeoff instead. It appears that we reach a point of 
diminishing returns after population size increases past 200, so this may be a useful value for 
population size, especially considering that we can estimate the cost of many candidate solutions 
with a DACE model. This implies that up to 200 parallel processors would be an attractive setup 
for a BBO run, but any more than that would be beyond the point of diminishing returns. 
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In order to quantitatively gauge the relationship between population size and the cost of the 
best solution after a BBO run, we compute the Spearman rank-based correlation coefficient, ρ. 
Spearman’s correlation coefficient is useful for this case, because we are interested in gauging the 
strength of a general monotonic relationship between the two dimensions, not necessarily a linear 
one. For this data, ρ = -0.8709 and the probability of the no-correlation hypothesis is 2.7160·10-18. 
5.2.2 Mutation Probability 
Next, we examine mutation probability. We started with the reference BBO parameters from 
Table VI and ran eight Monte Carlo simulations for each of the following mutation probability 
values: 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20. The reference BBO runs are also included in these data, for 
which mutation probability was set to 0.02. We show a scatter plot of these data, including a 
spline curve fit to the data in Figure 18. A spline, quadratic, or any other concave up curve that 
we fit to this data will suggest that the minimum is in the neighborhood of mutation probability of 
0.05. Given that the rest of the BBO parameters are set to the reference values from Table VI, this 
data suggests that mutation probability around 0.05 is optimal. This data appears to suggest a 
non-monotone relationship between minimum cost and mutation probability (one with a global 
minimum), and so we do not attempt to find a correlation coefficient. 
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Figure 18: Scatter plot of normalized minimum cost after 50 BBO generations versus mutation probability. A 
spline curve fit to this data is also shown. 
5.2.3 Worsening Probability 
Next we look at results of eight Monte Carlo simulations where we set the worsening 
probability to the following values: 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. Again, we include the results of the 
reference BBO runs, where worsening probability was set to 1.00. These data are plotted in 
Figure 19 with a straight line fit to the data.  
 
Figure 19: Scatter plot of normalized minimum cost after 50 BBO generations versus worsening probability. A 
straight line curve is also shown. Cam optimization results 
The Pearson correlation coefficient for this data was computed to be ρ = -0.0747, and the 
probability of the no-correlation hypothesis is 0.6467. These values indicate that a correlation 
between minimum cost and worsening probability is unlikely given the nature of our problem and 
the values of the BBO parameters that we held constant. Thus, we can say that worsening 
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probability does not matter much in our case. This is an interesting result, because one may 
expect a worsening probability of 0 to contribute to stagnation of the BBO population, because if 
solutions that perform worse after being modified by the migration and mutation operators are 
never used, and instead are kept as they were before being affected by these operators, the BBO 
population will likely change much less from generation to generation, however, it seems that 
sufficient evolution occurs in all cases of worsening rate to produce comparably good solutions. 
We leave more rigorous examination of worsening probability for future work. Finally, we note 
that we choose to fit a straight line and use the Pearson correlation coefficient for these data, 
because a linear relationship for this data appears as plausible as any other kind of relationship. 
5.2.4 Number of Generations 
We also examine the convergence of minimum cost in BBO as a function of the number of 
generations. We ran 10 Monte Carlo simulations for 200 generations each with the parameters 
from Table VI held constant. Figure 20 shows the average of the best costs from each Monte 
Carlo simulation with standard deviation bars. 
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Figure 20: Normalized minimum cost averaged over the 10 Monte Carlo simulations with vertical bars drawn to 
indicate minimum cost standard deviation taken over the 10 Monte Carlo simulations. 
One way of quantifying the generation where the BBO population converges to a minimum 
solution on average, is to compare the sample sets of the minimum cost data from the final 
generation with the data from the previous generations. The first generation (that is, the one with 
the lowest index) whose cost data come from a distribution statistically similar to the final 
generation’s data can be considered the generation at which BBO converges. Using the t-test with 
a confidence interval of 0.05, the first generation to be statistically similar to the final one is 
generation 40. Figure 20 corroborates this conclusion, however, the use of different confidence 
intervals will suggest different generations of convergence. In conclusion, this data tells us that 
we can run for 40 generations and get minimum cost solutions that are not significantly different 
from those that we would get from running for 200 generations. This also suggests that our choice 
of 50 generations for the nominal BBO parameters given in Table VI is well justified. 
5.2.5 Convergence Properties 
Another thing worth examining is the effect that variations in parameters like population size 
or mutation probability have on the convergence properties of BBO. We take advantage of the 
eight Monte Carlo runs presented earlier in this section to examine the minimum cost 
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convergence as we vary these parameters. Figure 21 shows the normalized minimum cost for 
each population size that we evaluated, versus generation index, averaged over all 8 Monte Carlo 
simulations. Note that the last generation is not shown in this figure, since this generation is 
evaluated over the full city trace for purposes of comparison in Figure 17, Figure 18, and Figure 
19, and would be impossible to plot on the vertical scale used in this figure. Further, standard 
deviation bars are not shown for this data, since it is difficult to draw them legibly with the plots 
for each population size value—we consider it sufficient to include values for the standard 
deviation of minimum costs averaged over all of the generations of the run, computed over all 
Monte Carlo simulations, since the standard deviation does not change much from generation to 
generation. These values are given in Table VII. 
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Figure 21: Family of plots in population size showing normalized minimum cost, averaged over 8 Monte Carlo 
trials as a function of generation index. 
Population Size Average Standard Deviation 
25 1.26E-05 
50 7.19E-06 
75 6.61E-06 
100 4.75E-06 
150 5.13E-06 
200 4.66E-06 
300 3.51E-06 
Table VII: Standard deviation of minimum cost for each population size evaluated, averaged over all 
generations (not including the final generation where cost was computed over the full city trace). Note that these 
data are not normalized as are the data included in the previous figure. 
As we can see from Figure 21, the minimum cost vs generation curves seem to converge just 
as quickly as the population size is varied; the curves differ mostly by a vertical shift. Further, the 
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standard deviation of minimum costs goes down as population size goes up. This is expected, 
since a small population necessarily covers a smaller proportion of the search space, and thus one 
would expect more variability in comparing minimum costs of smaller populations on average. 
These facts mean that population size does not significantly affect convergence speed of 
minimum cost solutions in BBO when applied to our problem. 
Next, we observe the effect of differing mutation rate on BBO convergence speed. Figure 22 
shows the normalized minimum cost versus generation index as mutation probability is 
manipulated from 0.01 to 0.20, and Table VIII shows the standard deviations for these mutation 
rates. 
 
Figure 22: Family of plots in mutation rate showing normalized minimum cost, averaged over 8 Monte Carlo 
trials as a function of generation index. 
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Mutation Probability Average Standard Deviation 
0.01 1.14E-05 
0.02 7.19E-06 
0.05 9.77E-06 
0.10 8.76E-06 
0.20 7.48E-06 
Table VIII: Standard deviation of minimum cost for all of the mutation rates evaluated, averaged over all 
generations (not including the final generation where cost was computed over the full city trace). Note that these 
data are not normalized as are the data included in the previous figure. 
The plots for mutation rate seem to differ by a horizontal scaling instead of a vertical shift, 
which suggests that if mutation probability has any significant affect on minimum cost, it is likely 
to have a significant effect on the convergence speed rather than any other kind of effect. Also, 
the standard deviation data does not appear to show a trend, and examination of the scatter plot in 
Figure 17 suggests that mutation probability does not have a significant effect on the variability 
of best costs obtained after running BBO. This, and the fact that the plots in Figure 22 are closely 
clustered together, suggests that mutation rate does not have a significant effect on convergence 
or minimum cost, though analysis with a larger sample size of Monte Carlo simulations may 
suggest a different conclusion. 
We also examine the effect of worsening rate on convergence speed. Figure 23 shows the 
minimum cost versus generation for the worsening rate simulations, and Table IX shows the 
standard deviations for these data. 
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Figure 23: Family of plots in worsening rate (percentage) showing normalized minimum cost, averaged over 8 
Monte Carlo trials as a function of generation index. 
 
Worsening Probablity Average Standard Deviation 
0.00 1.01E-05 
0.25 1.11E-05 
0.50 1.19E-05 
0.75 1.29E-05 
1.00 7.19E-06 
Table IX: Standard deviation of minimum cost for all of the worsening rates evaluated, averaged over all 
generations (not including the final generation where cost was computed over the full city trace). Note that these 
data are not normalized as are the data included in the previous figures. 
The lines plotted for worsening rate in Figure 23 do not seem to differ significantly, which 
suggests that worsening rate has little effect on BBO. Also standard deviation of best costs does 
not change much with worsening probability. Although the standard deviation for worsening 
probability equal to 1 seems comparatively smaller than the other values, a glance at the scatter 
plot in Figure 19 suggests that this difference is insignificant. 
Finally, we note that the vertical axes on the figures in this section are not comparable, as the 
minimum cost data for each of the three datasets were normalized independently. Normalization 
was done because the scale of costs obtained by running BBO for each of these studies is too 
small to label in the vertical axes of these plots; and the data in the plots were normalized 
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independently because the datasets were collected independently. Nonetheless, comparisons can 
be made in the case of the scatter plots by keeping note of the scale of the nominal BBO run in 
each plot, since the Monte Carlo simulations using the nominal BBO parameters were only run 
once and are used in each of the parameter studies. 
We also note that the conclusions drawn in this section are specific to this particular problem. 
For instance, problems with smooth objective functions that are smooth and characterized by low 
frequency spectral content may benefit more from an exploitative search strategy, whereas 
optimization of problems with highly irregular or multimodal objective functions may benefit 
from explorative search strategies. The optimal search strategy indicated by these results will not 
apply to all problems in general. 
5.3 DACE Parameter Studies 
In order to study the study the effect of DACE on a BBO run, we can run Monte Carlo 
simulations where we vary the parameters of DACE that define how it is used in the framework 
of BBO. We choose the method proposed in Section 4.5, in which we use DACE to estimate the 
cost of a fixed number of candidate solutions each generation. We vary the number of sample 
points, M, used to fit DACE models each generation in the range [10, 50, 100, and 200], and the 
percentage of the population that is estimated using DACE in the range [5%, 10%, 20%, and 
50%].We choose simulation parameters for this study based on the BBO parameter study results 
given in Section 5.2 and the sub-trace results given in Section 2.5 (that is, to use sub-trace 2); 
these BBO parameters are shown in Table X. 
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Parameter Value 
Generation count 50 
Population size 200 
Mutation probability 0.05 
Worsening probability 1 
Problem dimension 10 
Number of elite solutions 2 
Simulation drive trace sub-trace 2 
Table X: Nominal BBO parameters for DACE parameter studies. 
First, we show surface fits that are quadratic functions of number of DACE sample points and 
estimated individual percentage. We fit these quadratic surfaces to both the minimum cost and 
CPU time data of these simulations, and we plot them in Figure 24 and Figure 25. Quadratic 
surface fits were chosen because they appear to fit the data better than any other kind of 
elementary surface that was evaluated. We also note that several of these simulations were run 
using the R2011a version of the MATLAB software with up to 8 cost functions evaluated in 
parallel, and the rest of the simulations were run using MATLAB R2013a with up to 12 cost 
function evaluations in parallel. All of the simulations were run on the same computer using the 
same simulation software. We acknowledge that this is a significant source of systematic error, 
though only in the CPU time data that we have obtained. We have multiplied the CPU time data 
obtained in the simulations where up to 8 parallel simulations were run by a factor of 8/12 in 
order to compensate for the discrepancy in parallel computation speed. 
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Figure 24: Scatter plot of minimum cost data as number of DACE samples and percentage of estimated 
individuals are varied, with a quadratic surface fit showing general trends. 
 
Figure 25: Scatter plot of simulation time data as number of DACE samples and percentage of estimated 
individuals are varied, with a quadratic surface fit showing general trends. 
The relationships we can infer from these figures are that, as number of DACE samples is 
increased, the minimum cost slightly increases and simulation time also increases. Also, as the 
percentage of estimated individuals increases, the minimum cost increases, while the simulation 
time decreases. Because of this, we can use a small number of DACE samples to reduce 
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simulation time and obtain good BBO solutions, and we can also choose a tradeoff between good 
solutions and simulation time by picking the percentage of the population that we estimate. In our 
case, however, it seems that the penalty in best solution cost incurred by estimating many 
individuals is minimal, so DACE can be used aggressively to reduce simulation time while still 
obtaining good BBO solutions. Finally, we note that the positive correlation between minimum 
cost and number of DACE samples is a counterintuitive one. More DACE samples implies more 
estimation effort, which one would expect to improve (i.e., reduce) the best cost obtained with 
BBO, however, we see the opposite. This result leads us to further examine the error in our 
DACE models. 
We can explain the relationship between number of samples and minimum cost obtained with 
BBO by viewing the estimation of solutions with DACE as a noisy way of computing cost, and 
we note that injecting noise into the cost function may actually improve EA performance, 
especially on harder problems [36], [37]. Cost function noise in an EA can have an effect on the 
evolution of a population similar to the mutation operator, and thus can be beneficial or 
detrimental in particular cases [36]. 
We can also analyze the cost and CPU time data using statistics. We can compute correlation 
coefficients to determine the relationships between both independent and dependent variables in 
DACE. Table XI shows the Spearman correlation coefficients between variables, and Table XII 
shows the null hypothesis probabilities associated with each pair of variables. We have chosen to 
use the Spearman coefficient because the relationships between the independent and dependent 
variables are nonlinear (in fact, the relationships are approximately quadratic) as seen in Figure 
24 and Figure 25. 
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Variable 
Number of 
samples 
Individuals 
estimated 
Cost CPU time 
Number of samples 1 0 0.2353 0.3035 
Individuals estimated 0 1 0.6651 -0.6763 
Cost 0.2353 0.6651 1 -0.3938 
CPU time 0.3035 -0.6763 -0.3938 1 
Table XI: Spearman correlation coefficients between DACE variables. 
 
Variable 
Number of 
samples 
Individuals 
estimated 
Cost CPU time 
Number of samples 1 1 0.0045 2.1763E-4 
Individuals estimated 1 1 9.7858E-20 1.3834E-20 
Cost 0.0045 9.7858E-20 1 1.0470E-6 
CPU time 2.1763E-4 1.3834E-20 1.0470E-6 1 
Table XII: p-values associated with Spearman correlation coefficients between DACE variables. 
These tables show a weak positive correlation between number of samples and cost, and a 
strong positive correlation between the number of estimated individuals and cost. Also, the 
correlation between number of samples and CPU time is positive, and the correlation between 
number of estimated individuals and CPU time is negative. This positive correlation between 
number of samples and cost corroborates our observation from Figure 24; that is, if we decrease 
the number of samples, cost may go down slightly. Again, this may be explained by considering 
estimating individuals with DACE as a noisy way of calculating cost, which may improve the 
minimum cost obtained by an EA [36]. 
Next, we observe the effect DACE has on the convergence properties of BBO. We show 
normalized minimum cost plots as a function of the number of generations as we vary the DACE 
parameters in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26: Family of plots in DACE parameters showing normalized minimum cost, averaged over 9 Monte 
Carlo trials as a function of generation index. Each of the four plots represents a different value of percentage of 
BBO solutions estimated with DACE, and in each plot, there are four lines, each representing a different value 
of number of DACE samples. 
The BBO populations generally seem to converge within 50 generations, no matter what 
DACE parameters are used. The data with 50% estimated solutions and 10 samples appears to be 
an exception to this behavior, but since these data are only an average over 9 Monte Carlo 
simulations, this is likely due to random chance, and would not be seen if we had averaged over 
more Monte Carlo simulations. Further, the convergence speed seems generally the same. We 
also tabulate the standard deviations of minimum costs in Table XIII, and we compute them in 
the same manner as in the tables in Section 5.2. 
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Standard Deviation of Minimum Costs 
Number of DACE 
Samples 
Percentage of Estimated Solutions 
5% 10% 20% 50% 
10 4.27E-04 2.82E-04 3.71E-04 3.87E-04 
50 3.69E-04 4.80E-04 3.97E-04 3.67E-04 
100 4.39E-04 3.37E-04 4.04E-04 3.16E-04 
200 6.26E-04 3.97E-04 4.82E-04 5.40E-04 
Table XIII: Standard deviation of minimum cost for DACE parameters evaluated, averaged over all generations 
(not including the final generation where cost was computed over the full city trace). Note that these data are not 
normalized as are the data included in the previous figure. 
These data suggest that as we increase the number of samples, the variance of the best costs 
we obtain with BBO increases; however, there is no apparent relationship between number of 
estimated solutions and standard deviation of minimum cost. The relationship between number of 
DACE samples and minimum cost standard deviation may be due to worst case error that results 
from overfitting. Overfitting means that we may be generating DACE models that are very 
accurate in the neighborhoods of the samples used to construct the models, but the model error 
when evaluated far away from these samples may be significantly higher when using a smaller 
number of samples. 
We can examine the difference between using DACE aggressively versus using it 
conservatively by first noting that we can choose 10 DACE samples without a minimum cost 
penalty (in fact, the results show that using fewer samples actually improves the best solutions we 
find with BBO). Next, we can compare the cost and simulation time obtained by running BBO 
and estimating 5% of the population with DACE, to estimating 50% of the population with 
DACE. When estimating 5% of the population with 10 DACE samples, the average simulation 
time is 9641 and the average best cost is 0.02142, whereas when estimating 50% of the 
population with 10 samples, the average simulation time and best cost are 5476 seconds and 
0.02146 gallons respectively. When going from 5% to 50% estimated individuals, the percent 
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increase in cost is 0.1867%, and percent decrease in simulation time is 43.20%. These percent 
changes should be similar when comparing not using DACE at all versus using it aggressively 
(e.g., estimating half of the BBO solutions in a run). One’s optimization objectives will determine 
whether this tradeoff is acceptable. One of the future research items we propose is the application 
of this framework of BBO and DACE to higher fidelity simulation models of the vehicle to 
further validate the simulation results we get. This simulation may run at 10% of the speed of our 
current automotive simulation, so instead of saving 3965 seconds by estimating half of the BBO 
solutions with DACE, we may instead save 39650 seconds. This corresponds to reducing the 
simulation time of a 27 hour BBO run by more than 11 hours! 
Finally, we note that these conclusions are only valid for this problem. For example, one 
would expect to see different results and to draw a different conclusion when applying DACE and 
BBO to a problem with an objective function that is more difficult to fit with DACE than our 
problem. In this case, a greater number of samples may be necessary to achieve enough 
estimation accuracy for good BBO performance. 
5.4 Discussion about BBO and DACE parameters 
We have found that the most effective BBO parameters for our problem include a population 
size that is large enough to contain significant information, but small enough so that 
computational complexity is not unnecessarily increased; specifically, a good tradeoff appears to 
be around 200. Also, a mutation rate around 0.05 appears to produce the best solutions to our 
problem, while worsening rate appears to have an insignificant effect on the solutions we obtain 
with BBO. We note that population size has a significantly larger correlation with minimum cost 
obtained in a given BBO run than mutation or worsening rate, so we can consider population size 
to be the most important BBO variable. We have also found that increasing population size often 
decreases the minimum cost of solutions obtained during the first generation, but does not change 
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the rate that the BBO population converges. On the other hand, changing mutation rate does not 
change the minimum cost of solutions obtained for the first generation, though it may have an 
effect on the convergence rate of the BBO population (an insignificant one in our case), and it has 
a strong effect on the standard deviation of minimum costs. Finally, worsening rate has an 
insignificant effect on BBO convergence. 
In order to best use DACE with BBO on our problem, we should use a small number of 
samples (we have obtained good results with 10, though fewer may work as well) and estimate a 
large number of solutions each generation (we have successfully estimated up to 50% of a BBO 
population, though estimating more solutions may not incur significantly larger penalties). Doing 
so reduces computational effort by more than 40% but does not significantly reduce the cost of 
the best BBO solutions that we obtain. Further, using DACE does not significantly affect the 
convergence properties of BBO, so we expect to be able to maintain the number of BBO 
generations, but simultaneously increase the population size and the number of estimated 
solutions to obtain better solutions (by increasing the amount of evolutionary information 
contained in the population) while not significantly increasing the computational effort. Future 
work includes using DACE with BBO in this way. 
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CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS OF CAM TIMING CONTROL 
OPTIMIZATION WITH BBO 
 
6.1 Introduction 
We explore our BBO simulation results in the cam timing optimization problem domain, so 
that we can determine what particular improvements we have made and what implications these 
improvements will have in the engine system. Instead of running additional simulations, we 
choose to use the optimal BBO solutions from the various Monte Carlo simulations of the 
previous sections, and we note that the differences between the best solutions from run to run are 
minimal. Table XIV lists the BBO parameters that were used in the optimization run where we 
obtained our best solution. 
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Parameter Value 
Generation count 300 
Population size 100 
Mutation probability 0.02 
Worsening probability 1 
Problem dimension 10 
Number of elite solutions 2 
Simulation drive trace LA4 
DACE configuration not used 
Table XIV: BBO parameters used to obtain our best solution. 
We note that the parameters in Table XIV are not necessarily the best, since BBO is a 
stochastic optimization algorithm and the best solution from each BBO run will be a function of 
random variables; however, our parameter studies given in the previous chapters suggest that we 
have a better chance of finding good solutions with these parameters than with the others we have 
tried. 
The solution variables (RBF heights) for the best solution that we have found are given in 
Table XV—the RBF indices correspond to the RBFs as numbered in Figure 3. 
RBF Index Intake adjustment Exhaust adjustment 
1 -14.836 -17.340 
2 19.691 17.324 
3 -19.729 -19.241 
4 19.668 -18.753 
5 19.856 -19.619 
Table XV: Solution parameters resulting in the lowest cost that we have obtained with BBO. 
Notice that many of these RBF heights are close to the limits of the search range [-20, 20]. 
Generally, if an EA consistently finds solutions close to the search range limits, then the search 
ranges should be changed, as the optimum that the EA is converging to may be found outside of 
the range. We have chosen not to adjust our search ranges in this case, because doing so may 
encourage BBO to generate solutions that have deleteriously large differences between adjacent 
lookup table values. As stated before, a significant future work direction is to increase the search 
ranges, establish limits on the changes between adjacent lookup table values, and implement 
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these as constraints in BBO, which may allow us to find better solutions. We also notice that 
there are combinations of both large negative and positive values in this BBO solution’s 
variables. If a large positive value is applied to the height of an RBF, and a large negative value is 
applied to an RBF adjacent to the first, this results in the maximum change between adjacent 
lookup table values that we can apply. Since we are seeing this behavior in our best solution, this 
indicates that we are already in danger of producing lookup tables that have abrupt changes. 
It is also important to examine the differences between our optimal solution and the reference 
cam timing lookup tables. Figure 27 shows visualizations of the lookup tables before and after 
BBO.
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Figure 27: Filled contour plots of the unchanged reference intake and exhaust cam timing lookup tables (on the 
right, labeled as Original), and the intake and exhaust tables from the best solution obtained with BBO (on the 
left, labeled as New.) Locations of lookup table values in (engine load, engine speed) are indicated with black 
circles. 
We can observe the difference between adjacent lookup table values by comparing the colors 
surrounding adjacent black circles in the above plots. The differences between adjacent table 
elements before and after BBO are fairly similar, so it is unlikely that the differences between 
adjacent values in the new lookup tables obtained via BBO are excessive and thus likely won’t 
result in ringing or other control problems. 
The cost of this best solution is 0.44152 gallons, and the cost obtained by running the 
simulation with the nominal, unchanged cam timing lookup tables is 0.44919 gallons. This means 
a decrease of 1.7%. This is a significant improvement that can be made without any changes to 
the control algorithm or the hardware. 
6.2 Examination of BBO Solutions in Problem Domain 
Explanations for this improvement in fuel economy with the new table may be attributable to 
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) effects. Judging from the distribution of engine load and engine 
speed data in Figure 3 and Figure 4, we may identify three operating regions of the engine: idle, 
low speed cruising, and high speed cruising. We define idle as engine load of 0.2, and engine 
speed of 700 RPM. Also, we define low speed cruising as engine load of 0.4 and speed of 1200 
RPM, and we define high speed cruising as a load of 0.6 and a speed of 1500 RPM. In Figure 28, 
we show the states of the intake and exhaust valves of cylinder 1 as a function of crankshaft 
angular position for idle, low speed, and high speed cruising, both before and after modifying the 
tables with BBO. 
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Figure 28: Cylinder 1 valve events for idling, low speed, and high speed operation as a function of crankshaft 
angle, illustrating valve overlap. The results using the original lookup tables are shown on the left, and the 
results produced by BBO are on the right. Note that the range of angles shown is [0, 720], because there are two 
revolutions of the camshaft for each crankshaft revolution. 
We can immediately see that the tables produced by BBO have less valve overlap at low 
vehicle speed, and BBO retards both intake and exhaust valve events significantly, especially at 
higher vehicle speed. The fuel economy improvement may be attributable to earlier closing of the 
intake valves, which reduces pumping losses [8]. We can also see exhaust port EGR behavior 
both before and after optimization with BBO, as there is valve overlap after top-dead-center [29] 
(which occurs at 360 degrees in Figure 28.) This kind of operation is defined by the intake valve 
being open for part of the exhaust stroke, during which the high cylinder pressure forces residual 
gasses into the intake manifold which can also reduce pumping losses. We also note that the 
reduced valve overlap at idle may be good for reasons besides fuel economy, since the EGR 
behavior that results from valve overlap reduces the amount of combustible material in the 
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cylinder, and can reduce combustion stability. It is important to reduce EGR at idle, since 
combustion stability is particularly fragile at idle. 
We note that the best solutions obtained by BBO are generally similar, and so we can examine 
the change that BBO makes to the intake and exhaust tables on average, and what parts of these 
tables vary the greatest by taking the mean and standard deviation of the tables produced by 
various BBO runs. In Figure 29, we show the means and standard deviations of the intake and 
exhaust lookup tables, taken over the best solutions obtained in all of the Monte Carlo simulations 
given in Section 5.2. We also include contour plots of some exemplary lookup tables from these 
Monte Carlo simulations in Figure 30. 
 
Figure 29: Average changes in intake and exhaust lookup tables, and standard deviation of changes to those 
tables produced by BBO. 
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Figure 30: Examples of lookup tables from the best solutions obtained by running BBO several times. Several 
exemplary intake tables are shown on the left, and several exhaust tables are shown on the right. 
First, we note that the differences between tables shown in Figure 30 occur in regions where 
the standard deviation is high, as shown in Figure 29. The fact that the tables can be different in 
these ways, and still have similarly low costs, suggests that these changes do not affect cost. This 
makes sense, because changes in these regions often occur in parts of the lookup table domain 
that the vehicle does not operate in (as can be seen by the vehicle (load, speed) trajectories in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4.) 
We also note that the changes made to both tables are exclusively negative or zero, this means 
that BBO is consistently retarding both the intake and exhaust cam timing. Further, for the intake 
cam, we are most strongly retarding the timing at low to moderate engine load and at low engine 
speed; this is the state of the engine at idle and when the vehicle starts to move after idle. We can 
see that the average intake table change is at its highest absolute value and the standard deviation 
is at its lowest value at idle and low vehicle speed conditions. This indicates that good BBO 
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solutions consistently incorporate this change to the table, and thus, when considering only the 
range of BBO solutions that we have investigated, this particular change is essential for 
improving the intake table. 
We also see that there is significant retarding of the exhaust cam timing throughout the whole 
table. We also see that the standard deviation is low throughout most of the table, except at very 
low engine load and moderate RPM. The engine may not be delivering torque while it is in this 
state, and so, since modern vehicles incorporate fuel cutoff during engine braking, the state the 
valves are in during deceleration may matter less. Because we observe a significant absolute 
value of exhaust timing change and low standard deviation throughout most of the table 
simultaneously, we can conclude that retarding the exhaust timing is also essential. This is likely 
the case, because in order to achieve the same degree of exhaust port EGR due to valve overlap 
while retarding the intake cam to achieve earlier closing of the intake valve, we need to retard the 
exhaust cam timing as well. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
 
7.1 Summary 
We have developed a framework for optimizing the controller set-point lookup tables for a 
dual independent VCT system using BBO and DACE. This framework includes a medium 
fidelity simulation of the vehicle for evaluating the cost of control solutions, which are 
parameterized using RBFs. We reduce simulation time by keeping track of the cost of solutions 
so that we do not need to evaluate their costs more than once in a BBO run, by approximating the 
full simulation cost by running over a subset of the simulation drive trace, by adjusting our 
problem parameterization so that changes to the parameters change the controller lookup tables in 
the region of the vehicle state space that the vehicle most often traverses, by finding BBO 
parameters that result in the best optimization results, and by estimating solutions with DACE. 
The best search configuration for BBO that we have found involves parameterizing the (load, 
speed) space of lookup table modifications with five RBFs, running BBO with a population size 
around 200 and mutation probability around 0.05, and using fuel consumption computed over 
sub-traces with high RMS velocity and acceleration as the cost function for BBO. We have found 
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other BBO variables and other quantities of the simulation drive traces to have negligible effect 
on the performance of BBO. We have also developed an application of DACE to BBO that takes 
the numerical conditioning of DACE models into account. We can improve the numerical 
properties of our DACE models by using sample sets that are well spread out. Also, we can 
consistently find locally optimal DACE models with fmincon after making the improvements to 
our DACE fitting algorithm listed in Appendix B. 
We have found a BBO solution that results in a 1.7% improvement in fuel economy. The 
vehicle we are simulating is an SUV with an average annual product of 120,000 units, and an 
average fuel economy of 22 miles per gallon. If we assume that these improved lookup tables are 
applied to 120,000 vehicles, each of these cars are driven 10,000 miles annually, the average fuel 
economy of the vehicle without the improvement is 22 miles per gallon, and that our 1.7% 
improvement in fuel economy can be extrapolated to apply to all of these vehicles, the reduction 
in fuel consumed by this group of vehicles will be over900 thousand gallons. Also, since about 9 
kilograms of CO2 are produced for every gallon of gasoline consumed [38], this results in a 
reduction in CO2 emissions of 8,100 metric tons. This means a significant reduction in cost from 
a variety of sources. Not only will consumers save on fuel, but the cost associated with 
environmental impact will be reduced as well. 
7.2 Future Work 
Future work may include running BBO on higher fidelity vehicle simulations to find optimal 
cam timing lookup tables. It is likely that the locations of good control solutions within the search 
space will change when using a more accurate simulation, and a more accurate simulation will 
help validate our simulation results. Other future work may include systematic approaches to 
search space parameterization or BBO parameter optimization. Finally, the BBO implementation 
we have produced for cam timing optimization may be applied to a variety of other 
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computationally expensive optimization problems. Another direction of future work is to use 
multiobjective BBO to simultaneously optimize engine control for a fuel economy, emissions, 
and power, and the control of other automotive subsystems can be optimized with BBO.  
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APPENDIX A: LOOKUP TABLE INTERPOLATION METHODS 
This appendix discusses evaluation of two different schemes for producing actuator control 
signals given the original lookup tables and the sum of the RBFs from a BBO cam timing 
solution. We begin by identifying two different ways of applying the RBF surfaces from BBO—
in the first, we sample the RBF surface at each point in the lookup table domain, add these 
samples directly to the corresponding indices of the lookup table, and then finally round, and 
saturate (i.e., truncate) the lookup table values so that they lie within the range of values allowed 
for the actuators. This method produces a new lookup table that can be applied directly in the 
ECU, and the ECU linearly interpolates between the values of the new, optimized lookup table. 
We refer to this scheme as “interpolating later.” In the second method, we evaluate the RBF in 
the ECU at run time, and add these RBF values to values interpolated from the original, 
unchanged lookup table. We call this scheme, “interpolating first.” 
We identified the question of whether one approach is better for control than the other as an 
important one to answer in our research, because details of the problem formulation such as this 
can have a significant effect on the kind of solutions that can be found using an EA such as BBO. 
The results of this investigation are given in this appendix. We note that, to simplify this 
examination, we do not apply rounding and saturation to the interpolating later scheme as we 
have used it with BBO. 
We begin by considering the cases under which both approaches are equivalent. Both cases 
interpolate between adjacent lookup table values using bilinear interpolation. Let the domain of 
the lookup table be in the space, [l, r.] The formula that gives the interpolated lookup table values 
within the range l ϵ [l1, l2], and r ϵ [r1, r2], is then given by 
𝑓(𝑙, 𝑟) = 𝐿T(𝑇)𝑅 (A.1) 
where 
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𝐿 = [
𝑙 − 𝑙1
𝑙 − 𝑙2
] ;  𝑅 = [
𝑟 − 𝑟1
𝑟 − 𝑟2
] ;  𝑇 = [
𝑡11 𝑡12
𝑡21 𝑡22
] (A.2) 
and t11, t12, t21, and t22 are the lookup table values at [l, r] = [l1, r1], [l1, r1], [l1, r1], and  [l1, r2] 
respectively. 
When interpolating later, the formula for the output (i.e., interpolating over the new lookup 
table) is given by 
𝑓1(𝑙, 𝑟) = 𝐿
T(𝐺 + 𝑇)𝑅;  𝐺 = [
𝑔(𝑙1, 𝑟1) 𝑔(𝑙1, 𝑟2)
𝑔(𝑙2, 𝑟1) 𝑔(𝑙2, 𝑟2)
] (A.3) 
where g(l, r) is the RBF surface found using BBO. 
When instead interpolating first, the formula for the control output (the sum of the RBF 
surface calculated at runtime and the linearly interpolated unaltered table) is then given by 
𝑓2(𝑙, 𝑟) = 𝐿
T(𝑇)𝑅 + 𝑔(𝑙, 𝑟) (A.4) 
Then, to make f1 = f2, we must have 
𝐿T(𝐺 + 𝑇)𝑅 = 𝐿T(𝑇)𝑅 + 𝑔(𝑙, 𝑟) (A.5) 
𝐿𝑇(𝐺 + 𝑇)𝑅 − 𝐿𝑇(𝑇)𝑅 = 𝑔(𝑙, 𝑟) (A.6) 
𝐿𝑇((𝑇 + 𝐺)𝑅 − 𝑇𝑅)𝑅 = 𝑔(𝑙, 𝑟) (A.7) 
𝐿𝑇(𝐺)𝑅 = 𝑔(𝑙, 𝑟) (A.8) 
Equation A.8 means that the only way the two approaches are equal is if the RBF surface is 
identical to bilinear interpolation defined by the elements of G. We suspect that this is not 
possible in general. However, if we do not restrict g(l, r) to be a function in Gaussian bases, but 
instead make it a linear function of some other bases or even a nonlinear function, or if we use a 
different kind of interpolation, then there may be other cases where f1 = f2. 
We note that we chose to use approach of interpolating later (i.e., adding RBF surface values 
to the lookup table, then interpolating,) because the BBO results can then be used to generate 
optimal lookup table values which can immediately be put into the automobile. However, it 
would be good to consider this issue further in the future. 
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One future work approach may be to compare the spectral content of control signals generated 
with either approach. We hypothesize that our approach of interpolating later sacrifices the ability 
to reproduce some spectral content (and thus places greater limits on the kinds of control 
solutions we can produce) because we are throwing away a certain amount of information when 
we take the continuous RBF surface and use only samples of it for adding to the lookup table. 
This step is essentially discretization, and the Nyquist theorem states that we can recover 
frequencies from the discretized version of the RBF surface up to one half of the sampling 
frequency, though the fact that the tables are in two dimensions, and the spacing between table 
elements is nonuniform makes thus difficult to analyze in the frequency domain. 
Because of this, we have not mathematically determined what kind of frequency content we 
are sacrificing, though we suspect that the ability to produce additional high frequency content in 
the controls is not necessary, because cam phasors like the one we are simulating have relatively 
slow dynamics (e.g., it may take several seconds for the VCT control system to track from one 
angle set point to another.) 
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APPENDIX B: IMPROVING DACE NUMERICAL CONDITIONING 
In this appendix, we discuss strategies we have taken to improve the numerical properties of 
our DACE modeling approach. Our first strategy for improving the numerical properties of 
DACE is to use the MATLAB implementation of the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse instead of 
the normal matrix inverse, and the pseudodeterminant instead of the determinant. The 
pseudoinverse and pseudodeterminant are useful for cases where the correlation matrix, R, is ill-
conditioned [10]. 
The pseudoinverse is computed, in our case, by finding the singular value decomposition and 
setting all singular values less than a given tolerance to zero [39]. This forces the system to be 
underdetermined, and we can subsequently find a minimum norm solution for the DACE cost 
function estimate. Also, we define the pseudodeterminant to be the product of all eigenvalues 
greater than a given tolerance. 
Our second strategy is to maximize the log-likelihood instead of the likelihood during the 
DACE fitting process. In our experience, computing the likelihood in cases with a large number 
of samples sometimes results in floating-point overflows and underflows, whereas the log-
likelihood does not suffer from this problem. This is because the dynamic range of likelihood 
values that we can represent with the log-likelihood function is much greater than the dynamic 
range we can represent with the likelihood function itself. Dynamic range is the difference (in 
decibels) of the maximum and minimum values that can be represented in a particular kind of 
variable, and the MATLAB expression 
10*log10(realmax) − 10*log10(realmin) (B.1) 
can be used to compute the dynamic range that can be represented by the double precision 
variables that we use in our computations—this expression evaluates to approximately 6159 dB. 
This is the dynamic range of likelihood values we can normally represent. Note that the quantities 
realmax and realmin are the largest and smallest non-zero positive numbers that can be 
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represented in the IEEE double precision floating point standard respectively. A MATLAB 
expression to evaluate the dynamic range of likelihood values that we can represent with log-
likelihood values contained within double variables can be given by 
10*log10(exp(realmax)) − 10*log10(exp(realmin)) (B.2) 
which simplifies to 
10/log(10) * (realmax – realmin) (B.3) 
However, this number itself cannot be represented by a double, since the expression evaluates 
to 7.807·10308 dB, which is over 4 times greater than realmax. Our manual simulation tests have 
shown that this approach provides more than enough dynamic range for likelihood maximization 
and thus solves the overflow/underflow problem. 
Our third strategy is to improve our choice of initial search conditions in θ and p parameters 
for fmincon. We have found that our first approach of setting the initial elements of θ and p to be 
the same is a poor one, because the search space in θ and p around that initial guess often appears 
to be too flat for our derivative-based fmincon optimization algorithm. We originally set θ = [0.1, 
0.1, ..., 0.1] and p  = [1.5, 1.5, ..., 1.5]. Our current choice of initial guess, θ = [0.1, 1.0, ..., 10(N-2)] 
and p  = [1.5, 1.5, ..., 1.5] appears flat to fmincon much less often. 
